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Some references maintain that mentoring is an intervention to improve the nurses 
confidence, promote professional development and encourage life long learning. 
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1. Increased stress of the new graduate nurse:  those stressors could be the first 
time experiences, learning how to complete procedures on “real” people, having 
a job, living on their own, etc

2. Stress levels of new nurses increase at the 3-6 month period of practice.  This is 
the time when most new nurse’s orientation/transition programs end  (NCSBN, 
2007)

3. In a year long residency program, stress was shown to decrease over time.  Due 
to having the opportunity to continue to learn through clinical educational 
offerings that focuses on the New Grad’s area of expertise, i.e. Med Surg, ICU, 
Neonate, etc.  Many residency programs have the additional opportunity for the 
New Grad to have a mentor to help the New Grad through the tough New Nurse 
situations
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1. Physician to Nurse communication events where patient outcomes are at risk
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1.  Methodist Hospital in Houston reported decrease in turnover of 13% after 
implementing UCH residency program with ~$1,098,000 cost savings & ROI of 
884.7% (Pine & Tart, 2007).

2. Children’s Memorial Hospital Chicago reported a nurse turnover rate of 29.5% in 
2002. Cost per new grad=$41,624. Following implementation of nurse internship 
program, average turnover rate decreased to 12.3%. The nurse residency and 
mentoring program is also attributed with improving nurse recruitment by 28%. 
Overall annually cost savings= $707,608.(Halfer, 2007).
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These were criteria that we as the mentoring committee would look for in a mentor 
if we were seeking a mentor.
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1. Coach nurses through Dr. / Nurse relationship building or Nurse to Nurse 
relationship building

2. Facilitate learning by helping nurses to recognize options for learning

3. to do the right thing 

4. Framing the questions that need to be answered so that the new grad can find 
the answer in reflection, experiences,

5. Ease work transitions by offering an outlet for emotions and concerns

6. Support nurses through challenging events and promote growth
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1. as noted by the mentor/mentee through the biographical sketch with assist with 
matching

2. The mentor and mentee matching will also be based upon education degree or 
past educational experiences

3. the Unit Manager or Director must approve

4. again this must be approved by the Manager or Director

5. The mentor is to not act as preceptor, but rather as a guide, or trusted counselor
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